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Reconnect with what matters
Explore all that Canada has to offer, where wide open spaces and friendly locals can be found from coast to coast. Experience your country like never before—all you need to bring is an open mind.

Start exploring



Visit
Vibrant cities

See our cities
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The best of Canada’s vibrant cities from coast to coast to coast
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Canada’s unique neighbourhoods
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Experience Indigenous culture in the heart of the city
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Five of Canada’s best beaches near the city
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Vancouver's top 10 attractions
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Long weekends in Canada: arts and culture getaways
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Toronto's top 10 attractions
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City itinerary: 8 spots to see Edmonton by bike










Places to goSomething for everyone
Discover Canada's captivating allure where welcoming metropolises meet sweeping coastlines, embodying a unique blend of wild prairies, fearless adventures, and refreshing perspectives. Whether kayaking off British Columbia, savouring Nova Scotia's lobster feast, or witnessing the mesmerising northern lights in the Yukon. Canada offers a diverse landscape that promises unforgettable experiences with true Canadian charm.

Map your journey
Select a Province







Travel inspiration 
Unique experiences

Try something new
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Best camping in Canada – with a twist
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Canada’s extraordinary train trips
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The best flavours of Canada
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Local's guide: Canada's best breweries and pubs









See
Natural wonders

Explore our wild side
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Canadian natural wonders not far from the city
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5 unexpected parks to visit this summer
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The great Canadian safari
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Where to see the northern lights









Follow us and share: #ExploreCanada
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